Supreme comfort. Ultimate strength

Hospitality Division
Built to meet the rigorous demands of the hospitality industry.
Slumberland keeps you as relaxed as your guests will be!

To see our future, look to our past

Since 1919 Slumberland has tirelessly worked towards uncovering the secret to a good night’s sleep.
Since its introduction in South Africa in 1967, Slumberland has become the bed of choice for South Africans
who demand an uninterrupted night’s sleep on a comfortable, long-lasting bed.
The Slumberland Hospitality Range of beds has exclusive features and benefits especially designed to meet
the rigorous demands of the hospitality industry, making it the preferred sleep partner to Sun International,
Legacy and African Sky Group of Hotels, to name but a few.

Why top hotels have no reservations in choosing Slumberland

Trust Slumberland to deliver the perfect levels of comfort and strength while supporting your guests and
your business. Our Policy is much like your own as far as guests are concerned. We want to make an
initial great impression and have your guests leave with an even better one.
The following is an explanation of some of the technology that goes into making Slumberland a marvel of
comfort and strength.
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SUPREME COMFORT

Bug SafeTM Protection
The mattress and base fabric are treated with Bug SafeTM which bugs hate and guests love because
it is a complete bedding protection from bed bugs and dust mites:
•
Prevents bed bug and dust mite infestations
•
Maintains an insect free sleeping environment
•
Provides healthy undisturbed Bug SafeTM sleep
•
Lasting protection against unwelcome guests
Knit Mattress Fabric
The knit fabric with its luxurious, soft feel is both visually attractive yet provides your guests
with a plush comfort feel to enhance their sleep experience. The fabric is elegant yet durable to
withstand the test of time.
Jacquard Mattress Fabric
A type of fabric with an intricate design woven into the fibres, rather than printed on its surface,
Jacquard fabric is one of the oldest and most sophisticated types of textile materials. Versatile,
resilient and easy to clean it makes housekeeping a breeze and thanks to its durable properties it
is also a long-term investment.
Luxurious Comfort Layers
Chosen for their strength and durability, the combination of resilient foam and comfortable fibres
ensures your guests enjoy a pampered night’s rest.
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ULTIMATE STRENGTH

Unique InnerAct Support System
Extra support beneath layers of luxury
Slumberland’s Unique InnerAct Spring System is designed specifically for deep, restful sleep.
Slumberland’s patented InnerACT Spring System operates exceptionally well under pressure.
The two-coil system alternates right and left turn coils which neutralizes the coil’s tendency to
lean in one direction when compressed, providing perfect balance for enhanced comfort and less
disturbance when your partner rolls over or shifts.
The InnerACT spring unit is laced head-to-toe which prevents motion across the width of the
bed to eliminate partner disturbance.
In addition, InnerACT springs are specially heat treated to maintain their shape, strength and
durability.
Whether the bed is to be used by a lightweight, a heavyweight, or both, it will certainly be up to
the task of providing many years of restful, comfortable sleep.

The Pocket Spring System
Ultimate Luxury and Individual Conformance
Slumberland’s Pocket Spring System is the choice for people who love the feeling of soft, sensual
luxury, without having to lose out on support.
Slumberland’s Pocket Spring System is built for individual conformance and has a unique stability
feature that ensures undisturbed sleep. Unlike conventional mattresses where all the coils are
connected, Slumberland’s Pocket Springs are individually wrapped (pocketed) and separate so that
they can respond individually and independently. The result is a mattress that provides a high level
of conformance and comfort, while remaining independent of any motion from a partner.
The mattresses in Slumberland’s Pocket Spring range are made with high grade springs that are
specially heat treated to maintain their shape, strength and durability. They are then individually
pocketed, positioned and covered with layers of luxury fibres and fabrics to provide a sleep
experience that offers exceptionally high levels of individual support.
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ULTIMATE STRENGTH

Surround Comfort
Encapsulates the spring system to provide greater all round support and comfort whilst
increasing the sleep surface.
Firmalator
A resilient, high-quality fiber pad which prevents spring feel and comfort layers from shifting
Flanging
A durable webbing which encircles the mattress and is fastened to the spring system to
prevent the comfort layers from shifting.
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Unique Hospitality Features

Fire Retardant Mattress Fabric
An added safety feature for your peace of mind, the mattress fabric suppresses, reduces or
delays combustion.
Rubber Stoppers at head-end of base
Aligns the base with the headboard and protects the base against bumps and knocks, preventing
external damage.
Monthly Turning Sequence
All Slumberland Hospitality mattresses feature a easy to read monthly turning sequence to ensure the
mattresses wear evenly and last longer.
2 Rollers and Glides
Firmly attached to the base they assist with mobility for quick, hassle free house keeping.
Flanged Comforter
This durable, easy to fit cover converts two single mattresses into one luxurious king size mattress
without any gap or ridge in the middle.
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Hotel Baron

Bug SafeTM Protection
The mattress and base fabric are treated with
Bug SafeTM which bugs hate and guests love because it
is a complete bedding protection from bed bugs and
dust mites:
• Prevents bed bug and dust mite infestations
• Maintains an insect free sleeping environment
• Provides healthy undisturbed Bug SafeTM sleep • Lasting protection against unwelcome guests
Knit Mattress Fabric
The knit fabric with its luxurious, soft feel is both visually attractive yet provides your guests with a
plush comfort feel to enhance their sleep experience. The fabric is elegant yet durable to withstand
the test of time.
Fire Retardant Mattress Fabric
An added safety feature, the mattress fabric suppresses, reduces or delays combustion for your
peace of mind.
Unique InnerAct Support System
Extra support beneath layers of luxury
The two-coil system with alternating right and left turn coils:
• Prevents the coils from leaning in one direction when compressed
• Provides perfect balance for enhanced comfort
• Spring unit is laced head-to-toe which prevents motion across the width of the bed
• Eliminates partner disturbance
Luxurious Comfort Layers
Chosen for their strength and durability, the combination of resilient foam and comfortable fibres
ensures your guests enjoy a pampered night’s rest.
Flanging
A durable webbing which encircles the mattress and is fastened to the spring system to prevent the
comfort layers from shifting.
Surround Comfort
Encapsulates the spring system to provide greater all round support and comfort whilst increasing
the sleep surface.
Firmalator
A resilient, high-quality fibre which prevents spring feel and filling shifting into the unit.
Rubber Stoppers at head-end of base
Aligns the base with the headboard and protects the base against bumps and knocks, preventing
external damage.
Monthly Turning Sequence
All Slumberland Hospitality mattresses feature an easy to read monthly turning sequence to ensure
the mattresses wear evenly and last longer.
2 Rollers and Glides
Firmly attached to the base they assist with mobility for quick, hassle free house keeping.
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Hotelier DeLuxe

Jacquard Mattress Fabric
Versatile, resilient and easy to clean which makes
housekeeping a breeze.
Fire Retardant Mattress Fabric
An added safety feature, the mattress fabric suppresses, reduces or delays combustion for your
peace of mind.
Unique InnerAct Support System
Extra support beneath layers of luxury
The two-coil system with alternating right and left turn coils:
• Prevents the coils from leaning in one direction when compressed
• Provides perfect balance for enhanced comfort
• Spring unit is laced head-to-toe which prevents motion across the width of the bed
• Eliminates partner disturbance
Luxurious Comfort Layers
Chosen for their strength and durability, the combination of resilient foam and comfortable fibres
ensures your guests enjoy a pampered night’s rest.
Flanging
A durable webbing which encircles the mattress and is fastened to the spring system to prevent the
comfort layers from shifting.
Surround Comfort
Encapsulates the spring system to provide greater all round support and comfort whilst increasing
the sleep surface.
Firmalator
A resilient, high-quality fibre which prevents spring feel and filling shifting into the unit.
Rubber Stoppers at head-end of base
Aligns the base with the headboard and protects the base against bumps and knocks, preventing
external damage.
Monthly Turning Sequence
All Slumberland Hospitality mattresses feature an easy to read monthly turning sequence to ensure
the mattresses wear evenly and last longer.
2 Rollers and Glides
Firmly attached to the base they assist with mobility for quick, hassle free house keeping.
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Hotelier

Jacquard Mattress Fabric
Versatile, resilient and easy to clean which makes
housekeeping a breeze.
Fire Retardant Mattress Fabric
An added safety feature, the mattress fabric suppresses, reduces or delays combustion for your
peace of mind.
Pocket Spring System
Ultimate Luxury and Individual Support
•
•
•

Slumberland Pocket Springs are individually wrapped (pocketed) and separate so that they can
respond individually and independently providing perfect balance.
Springs move independently, not as a unit ensuring individual conformance and uninterrupted
sleep from partner disturbance.
Springs are specially heat treated to maintain their shape, strength and durability.

Luxurious Comfort Layers
Chosen for their strength and durability, the combination of resilient foam and comfortable fibres
ensures your guests enjoy a pampered night’s rest.
Flanging
A durable webbing which encircles the mattress and is fastened to the spring system to prevent the
comfort layers from shifting.
Surround Comfort
Encapsulates the spring system to provide greater all round support and comfort whilst increasing
the sleep surface.
Firmalator
A resilient, high-quality fibre which prevents spring feel and filling shifting into the unit.
Rubber Stoppers at head-end of base
Aligns the base with the headboard and protects the base against bumps and knocks, preventing
external damage.
Monthly Turning Sequence
All Slumberland Hospitality mattresses feature an easy to read monthly turning sequence to ensure
the mattresses wear evenly and last longer.
2 Rollers and Glides
Firmly attached to the base they assist with mobility for quick, hassle free house keeping.
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Supreme comfort. Ultimate strength

Contracts Division, South Africa
20 Main Reef Rd, Longdale, Industria, 2093 / P O Box 43001, Industria, 2042
Tel: 011 309 4000 / 4023 / 4078
Fax: 011 309 4074
E-mail: buhle@bgsp.co.za
www.slumberland.co.za

